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“Those who speak most of
progress measure it by quantity
and not by quality.”
-George Santayana

How High is Too
High to Drive?
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

The surge of recreational
marijuana use in Michigan has
started another debate in
Legislature: What constitutes
driving while high? Law makers are considering setting a
driving under the influence
blood-content and mental
state threshold for illegal marijuana. Under the proposed
law, drivers who test positive
for 5 nanograms of THC, the
super-fun, adventure-causing
ingredient in marijuana, would
be considered too blazed to
drive. But this is not all a bad
thing; one of the bill’s sponsors is trying to assure pot
heads that they’re not going to be stopped if they are
driving appropriately. “There
are many ways to drive legally
baked and not get noticed
by any enforcers of the law,”
stated the unnamed sponsor,
“for example: if you plan to
clam bake your car, one way
to do this unnoticed is to use
tinted windows. And I suggest
you hardwire a pipe system
that pumps the excess fumes
...see SO HAI on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Schadenfreude

Daily Bull Scandal Revealed: Editor is a Bad
Person, Too!
By by Zil Atijuf – foreign correspondent

WEST LANSING, MI – In a shocking turn most remedial grammarian. AND,” the
of events this past weekend, it was re- source dropped their voice, “I hear she
vealed to a group of at least 14 people once typoed ‘then’ when she meant
that the Editor In Chief of Michigan Tech ‘than.’ Disgraceful.”
University’s prolific satire publication,
the Daily Bull, is
Next on the list
a terrible perof heinous ofson. The breakfenses is that
ing news was
the EIC is alannounced
legedly not
r e c e n t l y f o leven an engilowing an unneering major.
related scandal
“No wonder
in which the
the Bull never
publication
picks on her,”
was accused
commented a
of being ‘mean
representative
and stuff.’ Fortu- This is a horse. They are a terrible person. from the Office
nately, the nayof Fairness and
Just like our editor.
sayers can rest
PC Stuff (OFeasily knowing that this correspondent PCS). “It would be so hypocritical to
has dug up the true dirt on the EIC, got- pick on business and CS majors but
ten first-hand witness testimony, and is not their own (and you won’t believe
bringing this stark, cold fact to you, the this) math and social sciences major!”
readers.
Clearly, the Daily Bull’s boss is mentally
unstable. In fact, it’s highly likely that she
For starters, the Bull’s editor is not 100% escaped from an insane asylum and just
American. Shockingly, she speaks English started taking classes here. It’s the only
fairly well, and has even conned her way explanation.
into a job in the Writing Goods Center. “I
have no idea how she earned a position In a related strand, it was brought to
there,” noted one STC major. “Her use our attention that this alleged “mathof semicolons would offend even the
...see Terrible people on back

Thursday bull is last one before break.
GAMES AND STUFF FOR EVERYONE

The Steaming Pile

Greetings from ________ ! Wish you were here!

Your Bed
Hell
Black Mesa
North Korea
Fat Camp
Fargo
Jesus Camp
Madison, Wisconsin
Club Vandersexx
Bangkok
Orange County
Hancock
Good Burger
Amsterdam
Death Valley
Your Mom’s Vagina
The Marianas trench
Monty Pythons Flying Circus
Immigration
Your Basement
The 100 Acre Woods
Uranus
The Department Of Motor Vehicles
Narnia
Rats With Dicks This Big
Chernobyl
The playboy mansion
Never Ever Land
The bottom of my whiskey bottle
Mordor
The dark side of the moon
Egypt
Abstergo
Antarctica
Guantanamo
Camelot
The underdark
Hogwarts
On top of Spaghetti
The Pot Farm
The Internets
Area 69
The Grid
The Past
Indigo Plateau
1453
BbzzzzzzZZ….
War Torn Iraq
Disneyland
An Insane Asylum
Inside the Yellowstone Volcanoe
Vault 7
Jurassic Park
I don’t know where I am
My butt
The lights are out, I’m scared, and all I
Runeterra
hear is laughing
Azeroth
Aperture Labs

... Terrible people from front.

ematician” (note the use of sarcasm
quotes) once received a C in differential equations. “What the fuck kind
of math major is she?” queried one
far-better student. “I bet no engineer
ever performed exactly average in a
class. BLASPHEMY. She should clearly
change majors.” Although the EIC has
owned up to the grade, explaining a
lack of preparation for the teaching
methods and never studying, we feel
it’s obvious what this really means: the
Bull’s boss is a hardcore crack addict
that was put into a witness protection
program at Tech.
Other flaws we have discovered in this
Editor In Chief include: her proclaimed
dislike for bacon (clearly making her
some kind of vegan demon), a penchant for cats (which we assume to be
a hostile takeover plot), that she once
got a 44% on an exam (so she must
be really dumb), and a photograph of
her kissing a young man with orange
hair (OMG OBVOIOUSLY A REBELLIOUS
TRAMP).
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The Daily Bull is working hard to cover
this scandal. An inside source, one Mr.
“Sunshine” has alleged that they fear
news of this outrageous radical leader
spreading across campus. “She’s a
force to be reckoned with, this Editor
we have. I think it’s obvious that because she is flawed, we think she’s a
wretch of a human being. Let’s just say
that we’ll be keeping this crazy lady’s
crazy secrets…” Sunshine paused.
“…in Daily Bull solitar y confinement. YYYEEEEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!”
...SO HAI from front

out your exhaust, so the smoke will be
indistinguishable from your cars emissions.” The sponsor then introduced
us to his dog and his painted van. He
assured us that the technique always
worked for his “gang” and the only time
he experienced problems with the exhaust pipe system was when a motorcyclist drove behind them.
While it is already illegal to drive if you
are “uber” impaired by drugs, states
have taken different approaches to this
issue. Twelve states, including Arizona,
Wisconsin, Iowa, and Rhode Island,
have had a zero-tolerance policy for
driving in the presence of your good
old friend Marry - so Nick Sanders,
policy specialist for the National Marry
Jane Appreciation Society, had told us.
Of course he had not said those exact
words. When he named off the states
he had actually said “that Ice Tea place,
Cheese Hats, Iowa Potatoes, and the
island with only one road which is actually not that long seeing that the island
is not even an island but a small state.”
Minnesota holds a similar policy, but exempts marijuana. Minnesota is famous
for being one of two states that do
not believe marijuana has any impairing
effects on the people who use it. The
other state, California, lives by the belief

Sunshine’s Searcher:
League of Legends
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Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks
AKALI
MASTER YI
ALISTAR
MISS FORTUNE
AMUMU
MORDEKAISER
ANIVIA
MORGANA
ANNIE
NASUS
ASHE
NIDALEE
BLITZCRANK
NUNU
CAITLYN
OLAF
CASSIOPEIA
PANTHEON
CHO’GATH
POPPY
CORKI
RAMMUS
DR MUNDO
RENEKTON
EVELYNN
RYZE
EZREAL
SHACO
FIDDLESTICKS
SHEN
GALIO
SINGED
GANGPLANK
SION
GAREN
SIVIR
GRAGAS
SONA
HEIMERDINGER
SORAKA
IRELIA
SWAIN
JANNA
TARIC
JAX
TEEMO
KARMA
TRISTANA
KARTHUS
TRUNDLE
KASSADIN
TRYNDAMERE
KATARINA
TWISTED FATE
KAYLE
TWITCH
KENNEN
UDYR
KOG’MAW
URGOT
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VEIGAR
LUX
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XIN ZHAO
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that they have evolved to a point of being immune to the effects of pot. This is
most likely because of the fact that their
cities pollution is 76% THC and their
water is three ppm (parts per million)
coke, and two ppm heroin.
In preparation for the impending bill,
officers are learning new techniques
to test if a driver is too high to drive.
Because how baked a person is cannot be judged by a breathalyzer test,
and the officers do not have time to
test blood, the officers performing
the arrest will have to use their better
judgment and follow some basic rules.
These rules include asking the driver
simple and relevant questions like; what
color is the truck that the officer is driving, which way does gravity go if you

are upside down, and “you high bro?”
Unquestioned arrests will take place if
the driver’s car is painted like the Mystery Machine or the driver’s car is nonexistent.
The bill will be finalized in the next
month, so drivers should take into consideration before driving under the influence of illegal substances, as it will
soon be illegal to drive while blazed.
In lighter news over one hundred and
seventeen teenagers died last month
due to texting related accidents. This is
on top of the over two thousand arrests
for texting while driving, including the
mass arrest of the entire Cristal Springs
Highschool in Kent County Michigan.
We at the Daily Bull hope you take one
thing out of this report: don’t do stupid

shit while driving. And if you do, expect
crazy shit to go down, because that’s
what you deserve for doing the stupid
shit in the first place.

